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ESET IN NUMBERS

Single-pane-of-glass cloud console  
providing centralized visibility, management 
and insight across all OSes

Technical 
features
SINGLE PANE OF GLASS

All ESET endpoint products can be managed from a single 
ESET PROTECT console. This includes workstations, 
mobiles, servers, and virtual machines and the following 
OSes: Windows, macOS, Linux, and Android.

FULL DISK ENCRYPTON (FDE) 

Full Disk Encryption is native to ESET PROTECT, 
managing encryption of data on both Windows and 
Mac (FileVault) endpoints, improving data security 
and helping organizations solving the problem of data 
regulation compliance. 

CLOUD SANDBOX

The support for cloud sandbox greatly improves 
detection of zero-day threats such as ransomware 
by quickly analyzing suspicious files in the powerful 
ESET cloud sandbox.

HARDWARE/SOFTWARE INVENTORY

Not only does ESET PROTECT report on all installed 
software applications across an organization, it also 
reports on installed hardware. 

COMPLETELY MULTITENANT

Multiple users and permission groups can be created to 
allow access to a limited portion of the ESET PROTECT 
console. This allows full streamlining of responsibilities 
across large enterprise teams.

This allows you to do more from a single location by 
dynamically grouping computers based on make, model, 
OS, processor, RAM, HD space and many more items.

GRANULAR POLICY CONTROL

Organizations can set up multiple policies for the same 
computer or group and can nest policies for inherited 
permissions. In addition, organizations can configure 
policy settings as user-configurable, so you can lock 
down any number of settings from the end users.

SIEM AND SOC SUPPORT

ESET PROTECT fully supports SIEM tools and can 
output all log information in the widely accepted JSON 
or LEEF format, allowing for integration with Security 
Operations Centers (SOC).



ESET PROTECT is a cloud-based console that provides real-time 

visibility for on-premise and off-premise endpoints as well as full 

reporting and security management for all OSes.

It is a single pane of glass over all ESET security solutions deployed in 

the network, covering desktops, servers, agentless virtual machines, 

and even managed mobile devices.

“Centrally managed security on all endpoints, servers 
and mobile devices was a key benefit for us.”

— IT Manager, Diamantis Masoutis S.A., Greece, 

6,000+ seats

ESET PROTECT dashboard—
incidents overview

The ESET 
difference
PREVENTION TO 
RESPONSE

Within a single console, 
ESET PROTECT combines the 
management of multiple ESET’s 
security solutions.  From threat 
prevention to detection and 
response, they cover your entire 
organization in a multilayered 
fashion for the best level 
of protection. 

SINGLE-CLICK 
INCIDENT 
REMEDIATIONS

From the main dashboard, 
an IT admin can quickly assess 
the situation and respond to 
issues. Actions such as create an 
exclusion, submit files for further 
analysis or initiate a scan are 
available within a single click. 
Exclusions can be made by threat 
name, URL, hash or combination. 

ADVANCED RBAC 

Starting with MFA-protected 
access, the console is equipped 
with an advanced Role-Based 
Access Control (RBAC) system. 
Assign admins and console users 
to specific network branches, 
groups of objects, and specify 
permission sets with a high degree 
of granularity.

FULLY CUSTOMIZABLE 
NOTIFICATION SYSTEM

The notification system features 
a full “what you see is what you 
get” editor, where you will be able 
to fully configure notifications 
to be alerted on the exact 
information you want to be 
notified about.

DYNAMIC AND 
CUSTOM REPORTING

ESET PROTECT provides over 
170 built-in reports and allows you 
to create custom reports from 
over 1000 data points. This allows 
organizations to create reports 
to look and feel exactly as they 
might want. Once created, reports 
can be set up to be generated and 
emailed at scheduled intervals.

AUTOMATION 
FRAMEWORK

Dynamic groups can sort 
computers based on current 
device status or defined inclusion 
criteria. Tasks can then be 
set up to trigger actions such 
as scans, policy changes or 
software installs / uninstalls 
based off dynamic group 
membership changes.

FULLY AUTOMATED 
VDI SUPPORT

A comprehensive hardware 
detection algorithm is used to 
determine the identity of the 
machine based on its hardware. 
This allows automated re-imaging 
and cloning of non-persistent 
hardware environments. 
Therefore, ESET’s VDI support 
requires no manual interaction 
and is fully automated.

PROVEN AND TRUSTED

ESET has been in the security 
industry for over 30 years, and we 
continue to evolve our technology 
to stay one step ahead of the 
newest threats. This has led us 
to be trusted by over 110 million 
users worldwide. Our technology 
is constantly scrutinized and 
validated by third-party testers 
who show how effective our 
approach is at stopping the latest 
threats.

MSP READY

If you’re a Managed Service 
Provider (MSP) taking care of 
your clients’ networks, you’ll 
appreciate the full multi-tenancy 
capabilities of ESET PROTECT. 
MSP licenses are automatically 
detected and synced with the 
licensing server, and the console 
lets you do advanced actions such 
as install/remove any 3rd party 
application, run scripts, remote 
commands, list running processes, 
HW configurations, etc.


